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Markov chain models of genetic algorithms have been an active research area since 
early 1990’s. In 1990, Vose [Vose, 1990] provided an infinite population model for a 
genetic algorithm called the Simple Genetic Algorithm (with proportional selection, 
m utation determined by a m utation rate, and one-point crossover). In 1992, Nix and 
Vose [Nix and Vose, 1992] derived a finite population model for the same algorithm. 
Thereafter, Vose and others refined their work and came up with a more generalized 
model. Random Heuristic Search. In this work, we start with an overview of the 
Random Heuristic Search model and its applications to the Simple Genetic Algorithm. 
We prove three new results regarding the mixing scheme of Random Heuristic Search. 
We will conduct an extended work on some selection strategies tha t Random Heuristic 
Search does not include. Then we will integrate our work with Random Heuristic 
Search to  construct the Markov chain models of several practical genetic algorithms. 
Finally, we will present some experimental results based on our models.
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C H A P T E R  I 
IN T R O D U C T IO N
First developed by Holland [Holland, 1975] and others in the 1970’s, genetic al­
gorithm s have been widely used to search over large, irregular and poorly understood 
spaces. W ith so many varieties used in practice, it is an active research area to com­
pare different genetic algorithms both empirically and theoretically. One common 
approach of the research is to  obtain some empirical results first and then apply an 
analysis based on Holland’s Schema Theorem to gain some insight. However, this 
insight is limited in the sense tha t it can loosely predict the generational changes of 
the building blocks {i.e. schemata) under certain conditions. In order to gain a more 
complete insight of the genetic algorithms, many researchers have been working on 
the Markov chain models of the genetic algorithms since the late 1980’s. Most genetic 
algorithms can be modeled as Markov chains over populations. The most commonly 
used Markov chain model is an exact model whereas the Schema Theorem model is 
an approxim ate model. Also, once the Markov chain model is constructed, it is just 
a  m atter of com putation to get the stationary distributions for ergodic chains and 
absorption probabilities for absorbing chains, which can provide a solid ground for 
algorithm  comparisons and theoretical research. In this work, we first review a well- 
researched Markov chain model, namely the Random Heuristic Search model, and 
obtain three generalized results based on the model. Then we will construct Markov 
chain models for several practical genetic algorithms. Finally, we will derive average 
absorption time for these algorithms based on their Markov chain models.
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C H A P T E R  II 
N O T A T IO N  A N D  T E R M IN O L O G Y
We follow [Vose, 1999] and [Wright and Zhao, 1999] for genetic algorithm nota­
tion and terminology; refer to  [Herstein, 1996] for basic algebra and [Feller, 1967] for 
probability basics.
2.1 A lgebra
Let Z  be the set of integers, N  be the set of non-negative integers (i.e. N  =  
{0 ,1 ,2 ,...} ), and % be the set of real numbers. Let be the set of length-/ binary 
strings and n be the cardinality of O. Clearly, n =  2'. Let Zg be the set of integers 
modulo 2 (i.e. Z 2 =  {0,1}). Algebraically, Zg is a finite field with addition ® and 
m ultiplication ® defined by
© 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 1.
The set Q can be represented by Z 2 X Z 2 X ...X Z 2 , or (Z 2 )̂  for simplicity. Under bitwise 
addition © and m ultiplication (g), Ü retains most algebraic properties of Zg except 
the existence of m ultiplicative inverses. Each binary string of Q, can be represented 
by an integer from [0, n  — 1]. For the rest of this work, we interchangeably use Ü to 
represent both (Z 2 )' and integers from [0, n  — 1]. We assume th a t the elements of Ü 
are ordered according to the usual ordering of [0, n — 1]. For example, if / =  2, then 
n =  2  ̂ and
Ü  =  { 00 , 01, 10, 11} =  { 0 , 1, 2 , 3} .
2
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For a  binary string i £ Cl, let \i\ denote the number of I ’s in i. In the above example,
[00| =  0, |01| =  1, |10| =  1, and |11| =  2.
If expr is an expression th a t has a value of true of false, then
[expr] =
1 if expr is true 
0 otherwise.
We call [expr] the logical bracket of expr. We use 1 to denote the vector of all I ’s and 
0 to denote the vector of all O’s. For fc G cr̂  is the m atrix such that
[^k\ij - [ i ® j  =  k],  for all i, j  €  O.
For example, if O =  {00,01,10,11} and k =  01, then
O'*
01] [00 ® 01
01] [0 1 0  01 
01] [10 0  01 
01] [1 1 0  01
.
01] [00 0  10 =  01] [00 0  11 =  01]
01] [01 0 1 0  =  01] [01 0 1 1  =  01]
01] [10 0  10 =  01] [10 0  11 =  01]
01] [11 0 1 0  =  01] [11 0  11 =  01]
[00 0 00 
[01 0  00 
[10 0  00 
[11 © 0 0
0 1 0  0 
1 0  0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0
Because the operator 0  is commutive, cr*. is symmetric. One can verify th a t
[̂ Oj l] — •••1 ^ ( n —l)®fc
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Therefore, is sometimes called a  permutation matrix. One can also check that
(TiCTj =
2.2 P op u lation s
A multiset is a set with repeated elements (e.g. {1,1,2} is a multiset with three 
elements). In this work, we do not try  to distinguish between set and multiset. Our 
definitions apply to  both of them. For a  set 5 , we use |5 | to denote its cardinality. A 
population P  is a multiset with elements drawn from f2. In this work, we are concerned 
mainly with finite populations. In case of an infinite population, we will point it out 
explicitly. We use Pr to denote a  population of size r. When there is no ambiguity, 
we often omit the subscript r. W ith a dot-bar representation, which can be found in 
m any discrete m athem atics books such as [Gersting, 1993], it can be shown th a t the 
to ta l number of size-r populations drawn from Ü is given by
We denote a population by an incidence vector from =  M  x Af x ... x Af. If X  is a 
size-r population represented by an incidence vector, then its zth entry Xi represents 
the num ber of appearances of i € O. Clearly, =  r. For two populations X
and y ,  we say th a t X  <  F  if Wj <  y  for all i G O. For example, if A  =  [0,1,0,2] 
and Y  =  [1 ,1 ,0 ,3 ], then X  < Y. For two populations X  and Y, Y  — X  denotes 
the population Z  with Zi =  [Yj — A, >  0] (Y — A J , where the first factor is a logical 
bracket. For example, if A  =  [2,1,0,2] and Y  =  [1 ,1 ,0 ,3 ], then Y  -  X  =  [0 ,0 ,0 ,1].
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For a  population X  of size r, the vector X / r  gives a  probability distribution over 
The ith  entry of the probability distribution {X/r)^ represents the frequency of i 
in population X .  Vose and Liepins [Vose and Liepins, 1991] used these probability 
distributions to denote populations. In this case, a population is an element from
A =  | [ x o , x „ _ i ]  € l t ^  :Y^Xi =  1 and >  0 for all 0 <  j  <  n — 1 j  .
For p €  A, its ith  entry p, can also interpreted as the probability th a t i £ Q, will be 
selected when an element is chosen from O. Clearly, this representation is population- 
size-independent, because each p £ A represents an infinite number of finite popu­
lations. For example, populations [0,1,0,1] and [0,2,0,2] have the same probability 
distribution representation [0 ,1 /2 ,0 ,1 /2 ]. In this work, we use both the incidence 
vector and the probability distribution representation of populations. In the former 
case, we call it a population, while in the latter one, we call it a population probabil­
ity distribution. We use capital letters to denote populations and lower-case letters 
to  denote their probability distributions. For a  population X  of size r , its popu­
lation probability distribution is given by X/ r .  For example, for two populations 
X  =  [0, 2,0,2] and Y  =  [1,1,0,3] over Q =  {0 ,1 ,2 ,3}, the corresponding population 
probability distributions are given by re =  [0,0.5,0,0.5] and y =  [0.2,0.2,0,0.6].
For a set S, we use Vr {S) to  denote the set of size-r subsets of S. For a population 
X , Vr (X) represents the set of size-r subpopulations of X. Similarly, Vr (H) is the 
set of all size-r populations over U.  In this case, we abbreviate Vr (f2) by Vr for 
simplicity. Recall th a t \Vr\ =  N  =
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2.3 T he m ultip le  hypergeom etric  d istr ib u tion
An interesting problem th a t appears in most probability books arises when, given 
5 red balls, 4 blue balls and 3 green balls, one is asked to find the probability of 
choosing one ball of each color when 3 balls are selected uniformly at random without 
replacement. This probability is given by
(!) (Î) (?)
(?) ■
W hen we enumerate all the samples having 3 balls, such as 3 red, 0 blue and 0 
green, or 2 red, 1 blue, and 0 green, etc., we get a probability distribution. This 
is a simple example of the multiple hypergeometric distribution. For a population 
X  of size r , the multiple hypergeometric distribution describes the probabilities of 
choosing subpopulations from X .  Let W  of size k {k < r) he, & subpopulation of A'. 
The probability of selecting W  from A  is given by
\k)
W right and Zhao [Wright and Zhao, 1999] first applied the multiple hypergeometric 
distribution to model selection without replacement in genetic algorithms. Revisit 
our example at the beginning of this section. The probability of obtaining 2 red balls 
under the same context is given by
(E) (1) (g) ^  (^) (:) (^)+ --------------
(?) (?)
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and the conditional probability of obtaining 2 red balls and 1 blue ball, given th a t 2 
red balls are selected, is given by
m g x a  +  ( ' ) ( # )
If B is a  set of subpopulations of population X ,  i.e. members of B are populations 
whose elements are selected w ithout replacement from X ,
Px (B) = T.Px m .
W € B
For W  £ B, the conditional probability of choosing W  from X  given that one element 
(i.e. a subpopulation) of B is selected is given by
P x m
Px (^)
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CHAPTER III
R A N D O M  H E U R IST IC  SE A R C H  A N D  T H E  SIM P L E  G E N E T IC  
A L G O R IT H M
In a  1990 paper [Vose, 1990], Vose introduced an infinite population model for 
a  genetic algorithm with proportional selection, m utation determined by a m utation 
rate, and one-point crossover. In the next year, Vose and Liepins [Vose and Liepins, 1991] 
refined and formalized the model mathem atically and applied the model to the 
Simple Genetic Algorithm based on infinite populations. In 1992, Nix and Vose 
[Nix and Vose, 1992] described a Markov chain model of the Simple Genetic Algo­
rithm  for finite populations. The Simple Genetic Algorithm is described by the fol­
lowing steps.
1. Given an initial population X  of size r;
2. Let Y  be empty;
3. Select two parents based on fitness;
4. Apply crossover to the parents to 
obtain a child;
(3.1)
5. Apply m utation to the child;
6. Add child to population Y  ;
7. Repeat step 3 through 6 for r  times;
8. Replace X  with Y  ;
9. Goto Step 2.
Thereafter, Vose and Wright ([Vose and Wright, 1994], [Vose, 1999]) abstracted this 
work into a much more general model called Random Heuristic Search. Random
8
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Heuristic Search can be described by
1. Given an initial popualtion X  of size r;
2. Let p =  G (% /r) (see below for G)\
3. Select r  independent samples with
the probability distribution p forming (3-2)
population Y  ;
4. Replace X  with Y  ;
5. Goto step 2.
Here 0  : A —> A is a heuristic function defined such that, for p € A, ^  (p)- is the 
probability th a t i £ Q will be selected into the next generation. In other words, 
for a given population, the function Ç gives a probability distribution over Q. We 
rely on the Random Heuristic Search model for part of our work. This chapter is a 
brief excursion through Vose’s work on Random Heuristic Search and the Simple Ge­
netic Algorithm. Most m aterial presented is summarized from [Nix and Vose, 1992], 
[Vose and Wright, 1994] and [Vose, 1999] with the exception of the definitions of the 
m utation scheme and the crossover scheme, two-point crossover heuristic function and 
theorems 5, 6 and 7.
3.1 R andom  H eu ristic  Search
The Random Heuristic Search model provides a  rigorous method for modeling 
genetic algorithms as Markov chain processes. A Markov chain is a discrete-time 
stochastic process defined over a set of states by a transition matrix Q, where
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1 0
corresponds to the transition probability th a t the process will enter state  j ,  given 
th a t the current sta te  is i. One im portant feature of a Markov chain is the Markov 
(memoryless) property, i.e. the future behavior depends only on its current state, 
and not on how it arrived a t th a t state. We will use Markov chain notation exten­
sively in this work. However, we assume a general familiarity with this subject. See 
[Isaacson and Madsen, 1976] for more details.
The Random Heuristic Search model is a Markov chain process, where the states 
are the populations. From algorithm 3.2, we can see tha t each transition step consists 
of two substeps; calculating the probability distribution Ç{ X/ r )  based on current 
population X  a t step 2, then forming a new population by independent samplings 
with the probability distribution Ç {X/ r )  a t step 3. We leave the discussion about G 
function to  section 3.2 and focus on the modeling of step 3 of algorithm 3.2 in this 
section. Let p — G (% /r) € A be a  probability distribution over 0  and F  be a size-r 
population drawn from fl. We want to compute the probability tha t Y  is obtained 
given the probability distribution p. Recall tha t Yi is the number of appearances of 
i e  O in y  and pi is the probability th a t the * E O is selected into the next generation. 
F irst, le t’s calculate the probability of selecting the first element (i.e. 0) of 0  Yq times. 
We can imagine this process as selecting Yq positions out of a total of r positions then 
pu t O’s in them. There are
fe)
ways of selecting these Ig positions. For each of these, the probability of putting O’s
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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in the  selected positions is p^°. After Yq O ’s  have being selected, we proceed to choose 
Yi positions out of the remaining r — Yq positions and put I ’s in them. Inductively, 
we find th a t the probability th a t Y  is obtained after r  independent samples with 
probability distribution p is given by
f e )  f  y!'°) -  f  '  z  “ -
which can be simplified to
Substituting Q{ Xj r )  for p  in the formula above, we obtain
H n (3.3)
ien (^ )!  '
which is the  transition probability from population (state) X  to population(state) Y  
in algorithm  3.2.
The Random Heuristic Search model can be used to describe a wide range of 
search methods w ith various levels of detail. Modeling genetic algorithms is just 
one of its applications. A full investigation is beyond the scope of this work. See 
[Vose, 1998] for a detailed discussion. W hen the Random Heuristic Search model 
is used to  describe the Simple Genetic Algorithm, the heuristic function Ç is used 
to  encapsulate the selection, m utation and crossover genetic operations during the 
recombination stage.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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3.2 T h e S im ple G en etic  A lgorith m
Compare algorithm 3.1 and algorithm 3.2. If steps 3 through 5 of algorithm 3.1 
can be encapsulated into step 2 of algorithm 3.2, then algorithm 3.1 will become a 
special case of the Random Heuristic Search model. Our goal is to  describe steps 3 
through 5 of algorithm 3.1 as a heuristic function Ç. Vose and Liepins gave this model 
in their joint paper [Vose and Liepins, 1991]. The same model was used and refined 
in [Nix and Vose, 1992] and [Vose, 1999]. The discussion we presented in this section 
mostly summarizes from [Vose, 1999]. The basis of Simple Genetic Algorithm model 
is the  successful modeling of three genetic operations, namely selection, m utation and 
crossover.
3.2.1 S election
In genetic algorithms, the selection operation consists of selecting a member from 
a population based on some criteria. Depending on the algorithms, the selection 
can be random, i.e. each member has equal chance of being selected, or biased, i.e. 
some members have higher chance of being selected. A selection scheme T :k  —> A 
is a  heuristic function such th a t, for p e  A, T  (p)  ̂ is the probability tha t i e  Q will 
be selected for the next generation. For a population X  of size r, T { X f r )  gives a 
probability distribution for the selection operation.
W ith  well-defined selection schemes, one can model a variety of selections used in 
genetic algorithms. We show some example schemes. For random  selection, X  is the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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identity function where an element will be selected with a probability in proportion 
to  its frequency in the current population. In most genetic searches, the selection 
operation is biased toward individuals with higher fitness. In this case, the function 
T  is related to the under-lying fitness function over 0 . Two commonly used selec­
tion schemes are proportional selection and ranking selection. Let /  be a vector of 
dimension n  (i.e. the size of O) such th a t fi is the fitness of the i € Ü. Let % be a 
population of size r. Let Xi be the zth entry of the population probability distribution 
X/ r .  The proportional selection scheme is given by
fj^j
Note th a t when /  =  1, .F becomes the identity function. Proportional selection is 
used in genetic algorithms to  select candidates for the next generation based on each 
element’s proportion in the current population and its fitness value. However, one 
problem with this scheme is tha t, when the proportion of higher fitness individuals in­
creases, there may not be enough selection pressure to favor the highest fitness individ­
u a ls ) . For example, given a  population probability distribution x =  [0.4,0.3,0.2,0.1] 
with fitness vector /  =  [9,10,3, 2], we hope the second element can have a better 
chance of being selected because of its higher fitness value. However, with propor­
tional selection, we find th a t T  (x) =  [0.49,0.41,0.08,0.02], which indicates th a t the 
selection is biased toward the first element instead of the second one. To overcome this 
deficiency, many genetic algorithms use another selection strategy, ranking selection.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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whose selection scheme is described by
T =  L Q {y) dy
where g is any increasing function over [0,1]. Taking the same example, with g =  y/2, 
we have
i E i  [fj < fi] xj
0 0.3 0.40
1 0.7 0.51
2 0.1 0.08
3 0 0.01
wherein the selection is biased toward the highest fitness member as we desired. From 
another perspective, ranking selection is used to normalize the fitness values of each 
element in order to  create selection pressure to favor the highest fitness individual(s).
3.2 .2  M u tation
For a binary string, the m utation operation randomly flips some bits of the string. 
This operator is usually used to  introduce new genes into the current population. 
Theoretically, for two binary strings i , j  G O, the operation of m utating j  to j  © i can 
be regarded as applying a mutation mask i to j  by © operator. Note tha t the fcth 
b it of i  is m utated if and only if the kth bit of the m utation mask i is 1. A mutation 
rate /i, i.e. the probability tha t each bit of a  binary string being m utated, is usually 
associated with m utation operation. From another perspective, the m utation rate /x 
can also be interpreted as a  probability distribution over such th a t /Xj (the iih entry
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of the distribution) describes the probability of i € fi being selected as the m utation 
mask. In this case, the probability distribution is given by
m =  W '"' (1 -  ,
where /i is the m utation rate  and \i\ denotes the number of I ’s in mask i. W ith the 
binomial theorem, it is easy to  check th a t =  1- We interchangeably use /i
to  denote the m utation rate  and the probability distribution it defines. We say a 
m utation /x (denoting a  probability distribution) is independent if for all j , it € O
/s® i= 0  k®i=0
Vose proved following theorem in [Vose, 1999].
T h e o re m  1 (Vose) If mutation probability distribution /x is determined by a mutation 
rate, then /x is independent.
A mutation scheme is a  heuristic function U : A A  such that, for a population 
probability distribution x €. A,
^  i^)i — (3-4)
where U {x).  is the probability th a t x G 0  will be produced by the m utation operation.
3.2 .3  C ro sso v er
In genetic algorithms, the crossover operation is used to recombine the structures 
in the current population. For two binary strings, the crossover operation randomly
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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selects some bit positions and swaps the bit values at these positions between the 
two strings, and then keeps one of the two results. Given two strings x^y G Cl, the 
crossover operation can be considered as applying a crossover mask i to two binary 
strings x, y  to  obtain one child randomly selected from two candidates (x®z) © (ï®  y) 
and (y®i)©(z®x). The positions where bit values are to be exchanged are determined 
by the I ’s in the crossover mask. For mask 0 6 fü, the corresponding crossover is called 
zero crossover; no bits are exchanged. There are three commonly used crossover 
operations, namely one-point, two-point and uniform crossover. We use the following 
table to  illustrate the ideas behind each.
Mask 2 String X String y (x ® 2) © (2 ® y) (y ® 2) © (2 ® x)
One-point 001111 110101 011011 010101 111011
Two-point 011100 110101 011011 010111 111001
Uniform 010110 110101 011011 011101 110011
The crossover rate is the probability that crossover is used for two given strings. 
Similar to the m utation rate, the crossover rate % allows one to define a  probability 
distribution % such th a t its 2th  entry Xi denotes the probability th a t i will be selected 
as the crossover mask. (From the context it should be clear whether % denotes a 
crossover rate  or a  probability distribution.) For a crossover rate %, the probability 
distribution defined by % is given by
Xi =
XCf if 2 > 0
1 -  X +  XCo if 2 =  0,
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where c, depends on the crossover type, i.e. one-point, two-point or uniform crossover. 
For one-point crossover (assume I >  1), only those masks whose Ts and O’s are 
partitioned into two contiguous blocks can be chosen. Since there are I — 1 such 
binary strings, the probability distribution is given by
^  if i =  2* — 1, for some k € (0 ,1)
X i
l - X  if % =  0.
For two-point crossover (assume Z >  1), if we consider one-point crossovers be special 
cases of two-point crossovers, then there are non-zero masks. An easy way to see 
th is is to  imagine I dots lined up with I — 1 interpolated spaces and an additional 
space a t either end. We want to put two vertical bars in these I spaces. Clearly, there 
are (2) ways to achieve this. The probability distribution for two-point crossover is 
given by
if ê =  (2^ — 1) — ( 2  ̂ -  1 ) , for some k ,h  e  [0,1) and k > h 
1 — X if i =  0.
For uniform crossover, all binary strings of Ü have the same chance of being selected, 
which implies c* =  l /2 \ o r  %2"' for all Xi- So the probability distribution for uniform 
crossover is given by
X2-' i f i # 0
1 — X +  x 2 " ' if i =  0.
A crossover scheme is a  heuristic function % : A A such that
X i  =
^ { ^ ) i =  IZ ([(u(2.fc)0 (uO/c) =il + [(uOfc) ©(u0fc)
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which can be simplified to
% {x)  ̂ =  X  [{w (S) A:) © (t; ® A:) =  z . (3.5)
u,v,kçSl
3.2 .4  M ix in g
The combined usage of m utation and crossover is called mixing. Let yn,u,„ (z) 
denote the probability of obtaining z from parents u, v by mixing. A mixing matrix 
M {z)  is a m atrix such tha t
^u,v {z) =  niû v (■2̂) ■
Following two theorems regarding mx,y (z) are fundamental for the model of the Sim­
ple Genetic Algorithm. Vose gave their proofs in [Vose, 1999].
T h e o re m  2 (Vose) If mutation is performed before crossover, then
m u ,v {z )=  [((^ @ z) ® k) @ ((%; @ j )  ® A) =  z] (3.6)
and if mutation is performed after crossover, then
^u,v {z) =  t  [ { u ® k ) ® { v ® k ) = z ®  j]  . (3.7)
3 , ken ^
T h e o re m  3 (Vose) Whether or not mutation is performed before or after crossover,
‘̂ u,v (-2̂) ~  '^v,u (2 )̂ ~  ^Ti©z,i;®z (0) •
Theorem 3 told us two facts: (1) mixing matrices are symmetric; (2) any mixing 
m atrix  M{i) can be expressed in term s of M (0) and perm utation m atrix  (%*, i.e. 
M {i)=  aiM{0)ai. Therefore, we can define M (0) as the mixing m atrix M. We need
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to point out th a t the two formulas of theorem 2 are not in general equal to  each 
other. In other words, the mixing result can be different, depending on the order of 
application of crossover and m utation. However, under some special circumstances, 
formula 3.7 and formula 3.6 equal to  each other. For example, for a crossover-only 
mixing and a mutation-only mixing, either formula is applicable and will lead to the 
same result. For a crossover-only mixing, its m utation rate is 0, which implies tha t 
the m utation probability distribution is given by
0 i f ;  9̂  0
/i,- =
1 i f ;  = 0 .
In th is case.
{z ) =  —- y —- [(w ® k ) ® { v ® k ) = z
ken ^
(3.8)
For a  m utation-only mixing, its crossover rate is 0, which implies the crossover prob­
ability distribution is given by
 ̂ 0 i f ; / O
1 if ;  =  0.
In this case, from either formula in theorem 2,we can derive
^u,v {z) — „ (/^u©z +  Î (3.9)
which coincides with our intuition, i.e. z is obtained by randomly selecting a parent 
from u and v then applying the m utation mask. In theorem 4, Vose points out another 
special situation where the two formulas of theorem 2 are equal to each other. Vose 
gave the proof of in [Vose, 1999].
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T h e o re m  4 (Vose) If mutation is independent, then the two probabilities defined in 
theorem 2 are equivalent.
A mixing scheme A4 : A —> A is a heuristic function such tha t, for a population 
probability distribution x £ A, M  (x)  ̂ is the probability th a t î G O will be produced 
as the  result of mixing. The mixing scheme A4 is given by
A4 (x)  ̂ =  XuX^mu,v (z) • (3.10)
u,vÇ,fl
For X G A, the mixing scheme A4 can also be written as
A4 (x) =  axMux-
For a crossover-only mixing, its mixing scheme A4 is defined by
A4 (x)^ =  ^  X uX y— - ^ —  [(tt 0  k) ® ( y ® k j  = i  ,
which coincides with crossover scheme 3.5 as we expected. For a mutation-only 
scheme, its mixing scheme A4 is given by
(^)i ~  XI +  Mv^i)
u,ven
—  % XZ 4" Ç XI
 ̂uen ^ vea
—  XI
u€il
which also coincides with m utation scheme 3.4 as we expected. The mixing scheme 
3.10 can be written in m atrix format as
A4 (x)j =  x ^ M {i) X.
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In term s of the mixing m atrix, above formula can be expressed by
M  ( x ) .  =  x ^ a i M a i X ,
where M  =  M  (0).
Theorem 4 also leads to following theorem.
T h e o re m  5 Let U he a mutation scheme determined by an independent mutation 
and X  be a crossover scheme, then U o X  — X  oU.
P ro o f . Let a; 6 A,
I
=  E  [(m ®  k) ®  ( v <^k) =  I
I u,v,k
=  2 ]  [(w <S> k) ® {y ® T j =  l\
u,v l,k
— 2Z 2Z t û®ml v̂Bn 2  ® k) ® (n k'j =  i
u,v m,n,k
X k ± _ X k  
2
=  Z  2 [ { m ® k ) @  ( n ® k )  =
T T i ,n ,k
— A" (W (z))^
=  X  o U  {x)^. ■
In the proof of 5, we actually obtained another result.
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T h eorem  6 For a mixing scheme A i, if its mutation is independent, then
A4 =  14 o X  =  X  o t i ,
where X  and 14 are obtained by setting mutation and crossover to zero respectively.
Theorem 5 and theorem 6 imply th a t any mixing scheme A4 with an independent 
m utation is actually a composition of a m utation scheme and a crossover scheme. 
Following theorem is a  direct result based on theorem 5 and theorem 6.
T h eorem  7 Let A4i and AAi be two mixing schemes. If both are determined by an 
independent mutation, then A4\ o Aig =  Aig ° A ii.
3.2 .5  T he H eu ristic  fun ction  o f th e  S im ple G en etic  A lgorith m
Combining the results on mixing and selection operations, we can see the heuristic 
function Q of the Simple Genetic Algorithm is simply the composition of a mixing 
scheme A4 and a selection scheme A, i.e.
Ç =  A4 o JF,
explicitly, for a population of size r, the heuristic function Q is given by
(X /r) =  AÏ (JF (%/r)) =  A i o JF (% /r).
Recalling formula 3.3, we can see th a t the Markov chain transition probability from 
X  to y  of the Simple Genetic Algorithm 3.1 is given by
P  (X, r )  =  r! n . (3.11)
ten
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For simplicity, we use R { Ç , X , Y )  to denote above transition probability, i.e.
« n  W )!
Thus the Markov chain transition m atrix  Q of the Simple Genetic Algorithm is given 
by
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C H A P T E R  IV  
A N  E X T E N D E D  W O R K  O N  SE L E C T IO N
The Random Heuristic Search model describes a variety of genetic algorithms. 
One im portant assumption of the model is that the survival selection is conducted 
with replacement. For example, in algorithm 3.2, it is possible for the next genera­
tion V  to  consist identically of elements from X.  Many practical genetic algorithms 
do not enjoy this property. Actually, many genetic algorithms contain one or more 
selection steps th a t include selection without replacement. For example, some algo­
rithm s require a  small portion of the parent generation, perhaps the best k elements, 
to  survive to  the next generation. Clearly, the Random Heuristic Search model does 
not describe the selection without replacement. One goal of this chapter is to show 
how to model selection without replacement via genetic search. The other goal is to 
show how to integrate it with the Random Heuristic Search model in order to model 
some practical genetic algorithms.
We first consider the following paradigm:
1. Given an initial population X  of size r;
2. Form a population V  of size k by doing independent selections 
from X  with the probability distribution Q {X/r)-,
3. Form a population Z  by selecting r individuals from X  and Y\
4. Replace X  with Z;
5. Goto step 2.
24
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Step 3 of paradigm 4.1 can be conducted in a  number of ways. One approach is 
to  implement the Random Heuristic Search model. Then step 3 can be phrased 
as “Form population Z  by r  independent selections with probability distribution 
.F ((% +  Y) / { r  +  k))”, where F  is some selection scheme. In this case, step 3 is 
conducted with replacement. Another approach is to implement the selection without 
replacement a t step 3. There are several variants on how this selection is to be done. 
For example, one way is to select the best r — k elements of X  and combine them 
with Y  to  form the next generation Z.  In the next two sections, we will show how to 
model both approaches.
4.1 S tep  3 done by sam pling w ith  rep lacem ent
Assume three populations X,  Y  and Z  of size r , k and r  respectively as described 
in paradigm 4.1. The Random Heuristic Search model describes the transition from X  
to y  in step 2. The transition probability is given by R { G, X , Y ) .  At step 3, assume 
th a t a selection scheme F  : A -4 A is used to obtain a probability distribution and Z  is 
formed by r  independent selections from this distribution. In this case, the transition 
probability from X  +  Y  to Z  with selection scheme F  is given by R  (F , % +  Y , Z) ,  
which
R ( F ,X  +  y,Z) =  P { X  +  Y, Z)
_  . ■r r ( F { { X  +  Y) / { r  +  k))f<
~  .U  (ZiV-
To find out the transition probability from X  to Z, we need to range Y  through all 
possible size-A; populations from Ü. Thus, the Markov chain transition probability
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from X  to % is
f ( x , z ) =  ^  R ( g , x , y ) E ( T , %  +  y ,% ).
y e n
4.2 S tep  3 done w ith ou t replacem ent
It is hard to model selection based on fitness without replacement with the Ran­
dom Heuristic Search model. An solution is to recalculate the sampling probability 
distribution after each selection step at step 3 such th a t the selected elements have 
less chance of being chosen in the next selection step. Let’s consider selecting a sub­
population y  of size k from a population X  of size r without replacement. If we 
imagine Y  is formed by selecting one element after another from X ,  then the transi­
tion probability from X  to y  is the sum of the probabilities of all the ways of forming 
y. For each way, it consists of a  sequence of selection steps. To find out its probability, 
we recalculate the probability distribution for the next selection step after deleting 
the selected elements from X .  We repeat this process k times. For example, suppose 
Ü, =  {0,1} and let X  =  [2,1], Y  =  [1,1] and T  be some selection scheme. There 
are two ways of obtaining y ,  i.e. selecting 0 then 1 or selecting 1 then 0. Thus, the 
probability of obtaining Y  from X  is given by
P  (X, y )  =  R (P , X , [1,0]) R (P , X  -  [1,0], [0,1])
+ R ( f , X , [0 .1])R ( T , X -  [0,1],|1 ,0]).
Actually, the second term  of the formula above is just R  (X, X, [0,1]), because
R  {P, X  -  [0,1], [1,0]) =  R  (P , [2,0], [1,0]) =  1.
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Thus we have
f  (X, y )  =  7% (JF, X, [1,0]) Æ (JF,% -  [1,0], [0,1]) +  A %, [0,1]). (4.2)
To verify this approach, we check if the corresponding row sum of the Markov chain 
transition m atrix equals 1. There are two 2-element subpopulations of X  =  [2,1]: 
Y  =  [1,1] and V' =  [2,0]. Reasoning as we did to obtain 4.2, we find
p  (X, r )  =  p ( p ,  X , [1,0]) p  (p ,  % -  [1,0], [1 ,0]) .
Thus,
p ( x , y ) - b P ( x , y ' )
=  R (P , [1,0 ] ) R { J ^ , X -  [1,0], [0,1]) +  R  (P , X , [0,1])
+ R  (P , X , [1,0]) i? (P , X  -  [1,0], [1,0]) 
=  R  (jr, X , [1,0]) [R (P , X  -  [1,0], [0,1]) R  (P , X - [1,0], [1,0])] 
-HP(JF,X,[0,1])
=  P ( P ,X ,[ l ,0 ] ) - b P ( .F ,X ,[ 0 , l ] )
=  1 .
Although we may be able to  come up with a general formula for this approach, 
the  formula can be quite complicated as we can tell from the example above. For 
this reason, we do not favor this m ethod of modeling selections without replacement. 
Two commonly used selection-without-replacement strategies are truncation selection, 
where the  best k elements of a population are selected, and random selection, where k
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elements of a  population are selected randomly without replacement. Instead of using 
the Random Heuristic Search model, we use the multiple hypergeometric distribution 
to model these selection strategies and coordinate their models with Random Heuristic 
Search to  calculate the Markov chain transition probabilities for several variants of 
paradigm  4.1.
4.2 .1  S tep  3 done by tru n cation  se lection  from  X
In this case, step 3 of paradigm 4.1 is done by selecting the best r — k (based on 
fitness values) elements from X  and then combining them with Y  obtained at step 
2 to form Z. From another perspective, it is equivalent to say replacing the worst k 
elements of X  by Y to  form Z. If we use W  to  denote a subpopulation consisting of 
the best r — k elements of X ,  then Y  =  Z — W. The selection of W  is not unique, 
because we do not require an injective fitness function over O. For example, suppose 
Q =  {0 ,1 ,2 ,3}  with fitness vector /  =  [3,3,2,1] and population X  =  [1 ,2 ,0 ,1], there 
are two subpopulations consisting of the best one element of X , which are [1,0,0,0] 
and [0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ]. Let F (W ) denote the sum of the fitness of all the elements of W. 
For a  population X , let Br-k (X) =  { W  € Vr-k : W < X  and F (W) is m axim al}. 
W ith greedy search, one can verify th a t elements of Br-k (X) are the subpopulations 
consisting of the best r — k elements of X . For W  € Br-k ( X ) , the probability of 
obtaining W  when the best r — k elements of X  are selected is given by
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, where px {W) is the probability of selecting W  from X  and
( X ) ) =  ^
w eB k(x )
If W  G Br-k {^ )  and W  <  Z, then the transition probability from X  to Z  is given 
by
where R  {G, X , Z  — W)  is the transition probability of step 2 of paradigm 4.1. Because 
of the multiple choices of W ,  we need to consider all the possibilities. The Markov 
chain transition probability of the algorithm is given by
P ( X , Z ) =  Y ,  [ W < Z [ R ( Q , X , Z - W ) - ^ x ! E ^  (4,3)
W€Br-k{X) P x  { ^ r - k  [ X  ))
To verify the formula above, we need to check the following.
P ro p o sitio n  8 For all X  € YlzeVr f  (X, Z) =  1, w h e r e  P { X , Z )  is d e f in e d  by
4.3.
P roof.
2 _ ,  [VV ^  -  vv ) —
1
z e V r  z e V r W e B r - k ( x )  P x { ^ r - k [  ) )
P x  K ^ r - k  \ ^ ) )  W € B r - k { X )  Z € V r
,  (b \ i x )) ^  P x i W )  T .  P i S X Y )
P x  \ ‘̂ r - k  iveBr-k(x) vePk
E % m
P x  { ^ r - k  { ^ ) )  w^Br-k iX )  
1. ■
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4.2 .2  S te p  3 d o n e  by  t ru n c a t io n  se lec tio n  fro m  X + Y
In this case, step 3 of paradigm 4.1 is done by selecting the best r elements from 
X  +  y  to form the next generation Z, Equivalently, Z  is formed by deleting the worst 
k elements from X  +  Y. The transition probability from X  to Y  a t step 2 is given 
by R {Q, X , Y ) . Let Br (X  +  Y)  be the set of subpopulations consisting of the best r 
elements of X  +  F . If F  6 Pfc and Z E Br { X +  Y ) , then the transition probability 
from X  to Z  is given by
Considering all the possible choices of F, we find th a t the Markov chain transition 
probability is given by
P  (X,  Z ) =  ^  [Z 6 S , (X  +  K)1 R {Ç, X,  Y)  (4.4)
P x+ Y \^ r{^  +  y ))
We verify the formula above by checking if the row sum of Markov chain transition 
m atrix  is 1.
P ro p o s i t io n  9 For all X  € Vr, Hz&Vr (X, Z) =  1, where F { X , Z )  is defined by
4.4.
P ro o f .
E  P(x.z)
zeVr
=  T .  j : i Z e B A X  +  Y ) ] R { g , X , Y ) — S f f ^ § f i ^
ZeVr Ŷ Vk Px+Y Wr (A +  r
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YeVk l^ r  ^ jJ z&Vr
= ^  A(^,%,y)
Y&n 
=  i . m
4-2.3 S tep  3 done by R andom  se lection  from  X
In this case, step 3 of paradigm 4.1 is done by randomly selecting r — k elements 
from X  and then combine them  with Y  obtained a t step 2 to form population Z. 
Some genetic algorithms use random selection to maintain the gene diversity to avoid 
prem ature convergence. Let IL" be a subpopulation of size r  — A: of population X. 
From our discussion on multiple hypergeometric distribution, we know the probability 
of selecting W  from X  is given by Px ( W ) . If W  e  Vr-k {X) and W  < Z, then the 
transition probability from X  to  Z  is given by px {W) R  (^ , X , Z  — W ) . Considering 
all possible choices of IF , we find the Markov chain transition probability is given by
P ( X , Z ) =  ^  [ I F < Z ] R ( C ; , X , Z - I F ) P x m .  (4.5)
weVr-kix)
Check th a t the row sum of the  Markov chain transition m atrix is 1.
P ro p o s i t io n  10 For all X  € Vr, YhzeVr ^  =  L where P  (X, Z) is defined by
4.5.
P ro o f ,
E  P{x,z)
zeVr
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E E l w<z ] R{ g , x , z - w) px( w)
Z € 7>t W € V r - k ( X )
E Px { )̂ J2 [w < z]R{g,x,z~w)
W£Vr-k{X) Z£Vr
E  P x ( W ) ^ R ( Ç , X , Y )
Wi-p,.t(X) YtTi
E Px {W]
W£Vr-k(X)
i . m
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C H A P T E R  V  
M O D ELS OF SO M E P R A C T IC A L  G E N E T IC  A L G O R IT H M S
Our extended work on selection without replacement enables us to calculate the 
Markov chain transition probabilities for several practical genetic algorithms, namely 
W hitley’s Genitor Algorithm [Whitely, 1989], Syswerda’s Steady-State Genetic Algo­
rithm  [Syswerda, 1989] and Eshelman’s CHC Algorithm [Eshelman, 1991]. Actually, 
paradigm  4.1 and our work of the proceeding chapter are partially inspired by these 
algorithms. W hitley’s Genitor Algorithm and Syswerda’s Steady-State Genetic Al­
gorithm  both are known as steady-state genetic algorithms. The main difference 
between steady-state genetic algorithms and traditional genetic algorithm is th a t, at 
each evolution step, only a few members in the current generation are replaced. The 
change between the parent generation and child generation is very small. On the 
other hand, Eshelman’s CHC Algorithm is a generational genetic algorithm, in the 
sense th a t the change between the parent and child generations is significant. We will 
give the Markov chain models of W hitley’s Genitor Algorithm and Syswerda’s Steady- 
S tate  Genetic Algorithm. However, we can only model Eshelman’s CHC Algorithm 
partially.
33
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5.1 W h itle y ’s G en itor A lgorith m
W hitley’s Genitor algorithms [Whitely, 1989] is described by
1. Given an initial population X  of size r;
2. Select two parents from X  by ranking 
selection, then apply mixing to them to 
produce one child;
3. Replace the worst element of X  with (51) 
the child produced a t step 2 to form
population Z\
4. Replace X  hy Z\
5. Goto step 2.
From our previous work, we can see tha t algorithm 5.1 resembles paradigm 4.1 if, in 
paradigm  4.1, k is set to be 1 and truncation selection from X  is used at step 3. The
Markov chain transition probability for algorithm 5.1 is described by formula (4.3).
We do not make an effort to model the ranking selection a t step 2 of algorithm 5.1, 
because its model is encapsulated in the Random Heuristic Search model which is 
embedded in formula (4.3).
5.2 Sysw erd a’s S tead y-S ta te  G en etic  A lgorith m
Syswerda’s Steady-State Genetic Algorithm [Syswerda, 1989] is similar to W hit­
ley’s Genitor Algorithm except th a t two parents are selected by proportional selection
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at step 2 and the step 3 can be conducted by truncation deletion or random deletion 
from X .  Depending on how step 3 is done, the Markov chain transition probability 
are described either by formula (4.3) for truncation deletion or by formula (4.5) for 
random  deletion. Still, we do not need to be concerned about the selection difference 
at the step 2 of the algorithm, because its detail is described in the Random Heuristic 
Search model which is embedded in both formulas (4.3) and (4.5).
5.3 E sh elm an’s C H C  A lgorith m
Eshelm an’s CHC Algorithm [Eshelman, 1991] is a generational genetic algorithm. 
The general structure of the algorithm follows.
1. Given an initial population X  of size r;
2. Apply crossover within X  to obtain 
a population Y  of size k\
3. Form Z  by selecting the best r elements (^-2) 
from X  +  Y;
4. Replace X  by Z;
5. Goto step 2.
Note th a t the mixing at step 2 is crossover-only. The Markov chain model of algorithm
5.2 is described by formula 4.4. We need to point out th a t algorithm 5.2 does not 
describe all the features of the CHC Algorithm. Some extra characteristics of the CHC 
Algorithm  include: (1) instead of using common crossover operations at step 2, CHC 
uses a  special kind of uniform crossover called HUX where exactly half of the different
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bits are swapped; (2) CHC restricts the crossover to the strings tha t are at a  certain 
distance apart; (3) Once a term ination condition is detected, all population members 
except the best member go through a mutation with a fixed m utation rate. For the 
three characteristics th a t formula (4.4) has not addressed, they can be reflected by 
further work on the Random Heuristic Model. For example, for (3), it is actually 
required to  use a mutation-only heuristic function for some states (i.e. populations) 
of the Markov chain instead of the crossover-only function used at step 2, while a 
truncation selection is enforced before the m utation operation takes place.
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C H A P T E R  V I 
A P P L IC A T IO N S OF M A R K O V  C H A IN  M O DELS
One reason th a t we are interested in the Markov chain models of genetic algo­
rithm s is th a t the models can give us a deeper understanding about the transitions 
of genetic algorithms. These models also provide a powerful tool to investigate the­
oretical results, such as the rate of convergence. In this chapter, we derive average 
absorption tim e based on our Markov chain models. We focus on a special class of 
Markov chains, namely absorbing chain over a finite set of states.
6.1 A bsorbing M arkov C hains
Let P  =  { P i , j )  be a Markov chain transition m atrix. A state i of P  is absorbing 
if Pw =  1- A state i is transient if there exists a state  j  which can be reached from 
Î, but it is impossible to  reach i from j. A Markov chain is an absorbing chain if (1) 
it contains at least one absorbing state, and (2) from every state it is possible to go 
to an absorbing state. Let P  be a s x s transition m atrix for an absorbing chain. 
Suppose th a t there are m  absorbing states, and thus s — m  transient states. Then, 
P  can be written as
P  =
I  0 
R  Q
, where Q is a (s — m) x (s — m) m atrix tha t gives transition probabilities between 
transient states; P  is a  ( 5  — m) x m  m atrix tha t describes the transition probabilities 
between transient states and absorbing states; and /  is an m  x m identity m atrix 
representing the absorbing states. In a finite absorbing Markov chain, the probability
37
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th a t the process will be absorbed into an absorbing state is 1 [Kemeny etal.,1976]. 
The m atrix ( /  — Q)~^ is called the Markov chain’s Fundamental Matrix. We sum­
marize some quantities related to  absorbing chains (see [Kemeny etal.,1976] and 
[Isaacson and Madsen, 1976]): (1) If a process starts in transient state ti, the ex­
pected number of periods th a t the process will spend in transient state tj is given by 
the i j th  entry of the m atrix  ( /  — Q )“ .̂ (2) If a  process starts from transient state 
ti, the probability th a t the process will be absorbed in absorbing state Oj is given by 
the zjth  entry of the m atrix [I — Q)~^ R. If the process starts from a transient state, 
the num ber of tim e periods th a t the process will spend in transient states before 
absorption is given by the corresponding entry in ( /  — Q ) ~ ^  1. This time can also be 
interpreted as the expected absorption time.
6.2 E x p ected  absorption  tim e  based on M arkov chain m odels
Most genetic algorithms with a specific term ination condition can be regarded as 
absorbing Markov chains. In this section, we investigate several examples based our 
Markov chain models.
We evaluate our models against three fitness functions, namely, a random func­
tion, the counting-zero function, and a deceptive function. For random function, we 
assign a random number from [1,100] to be the fitness value for each i € ft. For 
counting-zero function, the fitness function is defined by
fi
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denotes the number of O’s contained in z € 0 . Our deceptive function is
defined by
fi =
10 x i  if z ^  0
1 0 x 2 '  if z =  0
Let the absorbing states be the populations containing a t least one occurrence of the 
maximum fitness individual. Assume th a t the Markov chain transition m atrix is
I  0 
R Q
We first find out ( /  — Q)~ . Then, we evaluate ( /  — Q)~ 1. Let % be a size- 
r  population drawn from Ù of size n. The probability of obtaining X  with r  in­
dependent selections from Q is given by
Px =
r  — %Q... — Â n- 2
V ^ n —1 J (D'
Xf
 ay.
!Xi!.,.X„_i! \ n )
Enum erating all the size-r populations, we get a multinomial distribution p over 
Vr (n ). If p ' is the entries of p corresponding to transient states (populations), the 
average absorption tim e for any starting transient state is given by p'^ ( /  — Q) ^1.
For our experiment, we set I =  3, r =  2, and k =  1. We assume a one-point 
crossover with crossover rate x  — 0.75 and a  m utation with m utation rate p  =  0.0625 
. The average absorption time for models 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 based on three fitness
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functions is given in the following table
Truncation selection Truncation selection Random selection
from X  +  Y from X from X
Random
19.08 19.20 27.12
fitness
Count-zero
11.46 11.95 17.20
fitness
Deceptive
2417.27 1164.04 65.27.
fitness
It is not our goal to justify the efficiency of various genetic algorithms. However, 
based on these experimental results, it seems th a t implementing random selection 
a t the survival stage is more efficient than truncation selection for genetic algorithm 
with an absorbing Markov chain model.
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C H A P T E R  V II  
C O N C L U SIO N
In this work, we reviewed the Random Heuristic Search model and its application 
in the Simple Genetic Algorithm model. Two new schemes, a m utation scheme and 
a crossover scheme, were defined. Three theorems regarding the mixing scheme with 
independent m utation are presented. We extended the Random Heuristic Search 
model to  several practical genetic algorithms and described the Markov chain models 
of them . In the end, we investigated the average absorption time based on their 
Markov chain models and three fitness functions.
The Markov chain model is a  powerful tool in theoretical analysis of genetic 
algorithms. However, its practical usage is limited by the computational power of the 
current hardware. For example, our experiment results of section 6.2 were obtained 
via Maple V running on a Pentium II 450 personal computer. It took one to two hours 
to  obtain each results. The size of the Markov chain m atrix grows exponentially with 
the length of the binary strings, which suggests tha t it is hard to obtain similar 
results for large practical problems. One solution to this obstacle is to conduct the 
com putation work with a  compiled language, such as C + + , rather than a symbolic 
language, such as Maple. Another solution is to define equivalence classes over all 
states and run the experiment over the equivalence classes instead of states.
The work on Markov chain models of genetic algorithms is far from complete. 
Many interesting problems are still untouched, for example the relationship between 
the Markov chain model and Schema Theorem. We believe tha t it is possible to find
41
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an exact formula describing the schema change over generations. One may also be 
able to  derive Schema Theorem from the formula.
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